Affiliate members of the National Association of State Energy Officials (NASEO) offer a valuable resource and diversity of opinion for the 56 State and Territory Energy Offices to tackle complex energy issues and economic development challenges. Currently, more than 50 businesses, trade associations, non-profits, and other organizations form NASEO’s unique Affiliates network, developing strategic partnerships and dialogues with the states on key policy issues, program directions, and technology deployment efforts. For more information on the policy development, planning, and program implementation work of the State Energy Offices, visit [http://naseo.org/state-energy-offices](http://naseo.org/state-energy-offices).

**BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:**

*Unparalleled access* to the State and Territory Energy Offices, NASEO’s Board of Directors, and NASEO’s expert leadership and staff;

Visibility, discounted promotional and sponsorship opportunities, involvement in agenda development, and discounted or complimentary registration for NASEO’s *signature conferences and meetings*, including the Annual Meeting, Energy Policy Outlook Conference, Winter Energy Outlook Conference, and annual regional meeting series;

Reports on *Congressional and Administration actions*, including energy bills, budgets and appropriations, and policy hearings;

Participation in NASEO *committees, special initiatives, and regional meetings* in the following topic areas: buildings, energy security, financing, fuels and grid integration, government affairs, industrial and advanced manufacturing, and transportation;

*Promotion* through NASEO’s website, social media, and newsletter;

*Representation* on NASEO’s Board of Directors through non-voting co-Chairs; and

Direct input and access into NASEO’s *members survey and contact* database.

**CURRENT AFFILIATE INITIATIVES:**

*Networking and discussion meetings* convene NASEO Affiliates in-person and over the phone to provide input and feedback on NASEO’s programs and events;

NASEO Affiliates have formed an *Energy Experts Bureau* designed as a forum to share contact information and industry insights with State Energy Offices;

NASEO’s *State Energy Planning Taskforce*, set to launch in December 2014, will compile and synthesize Affiliate members’ priorities to develop industry-drive “plug and play” language for states to use in their comprehensive energy plans;

NASEO’s *State Energy Policy Information Series*, launching in early 2015, is an educational service for Affiliate members to learn about key state energy policy and planning topics and the role of Energy Offices in advancing priorities at the state level;

NASEO Affiliates participate in NASEO’s robust *topical committees and programs*, which cover issues such as zero-net energy buildings; building energy code compliance; comprehensive energy planning; alternative fuel vehicle and infrastructure deployment; low-income multifamily energy efficiency; energy infrastructure risk analysis; and innovative financing.

**ANNUAL DUES SCHEDULE:**

$5,000  For-profit ; $2,500  Not-for-profit

**Contact:**
Sandy Fazeli, Program Director  
703-299-8800 x 117; sfazeli@naseo.org
For more information, visit: http://naseo.org/members-affiliates.